
The World of Portfolio’s

Process, Interdependence, Context, and Art



Making Art 
Using a Portfolio



The Nature of the Beast
A Visual Art Exam is 
about ‘Making Art’, not 
just the ‘Final Artwork’.
In the past, ‘Artworks’
have been the basis of 
judgment of performance
Now, ‘How they are made’
is the major part of that 
judgment of performance



Art and The Teacher

Source of Skills, Themes, Ideas, Media, 
Responsibility for Assessment

Product

Teacher

Student
Practice, Teacher Approval / Grading 



What constitutes an Artwork?

Technical ART
Skills appropriately 
applied

The idea the ART 
work is trying to 
convey

The MAKING Why it is ART

Knowledge about the 
culture that calls it 
ART

Knowledge about the 
history of ART and 
it’s styles

An appreciation of 
the finished quality 
of an ART work

Knowledge about 
the critical nature 
of ART



What constitutes a ‘GOOD’
Artwork? 

Can a ‘good’ artwork exist by just ‘MAKING’ it 
without any other knowledge?
Can an Artwork be good when it is plainly 
‘APPROPRIATED’ from another source without 
supporting reasons?
Does having ‘ART KNOWLEDGE’ improve the 
Artwork?
Should ‘ART KNOWLEDGE’ be separated from 
‘ART MAKING’?



Establishing Links
ART is a social activity. 
For an Artwork to be good, 
somebody with social and 
cultural authority needs to say it 
is good.
To receive such approval, 
should the things a national 
culture values be taken into 
account?
How does a national culture 
value CREATIVITY?



What constitutes an Artwork?



What is a PORTFOLIO?
A Portfolio is a device used to show how ART 
MAKING and KNOWLEDGE OF ART are combined 
to inform the Art Making Process



Integration
How is the Artwork made?



That supports the ‘Product’



Investigation improves the Product



Experimentation improves the Product



Changing points of view improves 
understanding



Results in quality Product(s)



Where does it come from?

Using a Portfolio to explore……………………….



Developing Ideas

Critique & Analysis of  
own work



Artist Model Analysis
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Techniques and technical development
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Criticism and Reflection
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Balancing a Portfolio Page



The Role of Assessment
Assessment should support the student development by 
letting them participate meaningfully.



Assessment as ‘Process’



Assessment starts with Planning



Students assess their own 
performance



Teacher and Student work together



Pulling the Threads together
Some guidelines for this sort of portfolio



Consistency
Regardless of the discipline, Painting, Sculpture, or 
Graphic Design, a students process should be 
CONSISTENT
What do I need to know?
How can I find out about my idea?
What Art techniques do I need to be familiar with?
How can I improve my techniques and the way I use, 
and inform my ideas
Is my Artwork really Art, culturally, historically and 
critically?



A Body of Artworks 



With a recognisable connection



That a student understands



And consistently produces



Quality artwork



Record it all
The answers to all these questions need to be recorded 
in the Portfolio Journal, then 

Students are grounded, capable, independently making 
good decisions, and finally, consistently producing 
Good Art

Thank you for listening



Thanks go to the Chinese International School Art department and
it’s teachers and students for all the work in this presentation.

This presentation is by Mike Izzard, art education consultant     
E-Mail: littleonece@yahoo.com
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